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Abstract: Horns are the most obvious common feature of Bovidae. The naturally occurring absence
of horns in these species, also known as polledness, is of surprisingly heterogeneous nature, although
they are Mendelian traits. This review compares in detail the molecular differences among the causes
of inherited polledness in the domestic ruminant species of cattle, yak, sheep, and goat based on the
causal gene variants that have been discovered in recent years. The genetic causes for the lack of horns
in small ruminants seem not only to be more complex, e.g., in sheep, breed-specific characteristics are
still unexplained, but in goats, there is also the associated disorder of intersexuality—polled intersex
syndrome (PIS). In connection with animal welfare and the associated discussion about a legal ban
on the dehorning of all farm animals, naturally hornless animals and the causal genetic variants are
of increasing research interest in the age of genome editing. However, the low acceptance of genetic
engineering in livestock, especially in European societies, limits its use in food-producing animals.
Therefore, genotype-based targeted selection of naturally occurring variants is still a widely used
method for spreading this desired trait within and across populations, at least in cattle and sheep.

Keywords: horn development; hornless; intersexuality; Bovidae; bovine; caprine; ovine; ruminants;
genome editing

1. Horns in Bovid Species

During evolution, pecorans (i.e., higher ruminants) developed a notable diversity of
bony skull attachments called "headgear", which are likely to have an identical genetic
origin [1]. Ruminants are the only living group of mammals that have bony (osseous)
headgear that is covered by a non-deciduous, unforked keratinous sheath [2]. Recently,
comparative transcriptome analyses showed that bovine horns and cervid antlers share
similar gene expression profiles and a common cellular basis that develops from neural
crest stem cells [2]. Polyceraty, the presence of more than two horns, known in sheep and
goat and observed since ~6000 BCE, is associated with defective HOXD1 function due to
natural mutations [1].

Horns in bovids, the biological family of cloven-hoofed, ruminant mammals, including
cattle, goat, and sheep, play a role in social behavior and protection. It is assumed that horns
serve as a weapon in self-defense against predators and in ranking fights, for example, by
stabilizing the head position during fights, as well as in sexual selection through intramale
competition. Even impact absorption by horns is possible [3–7]. Horns can also be an
attribute to the animal’s social status and play a crucial role in mating success [8]. It has
been shown that horns offer comparable advantages for females, as they do for males, in
the competition for resources [9]. Furthermore, depending on their shape and size, horns
can be used as tools in body care (Figure 1). In so-called “biodynamic agriculture”, it
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is thought that the horns are important for the animal’s thermoregulation or digestive
processes [10,11].

Figure 1. Anglo Nubian goat scratching its back with the horn tip.

However, naturally occurring, genetically hornless (polled) animals are more or less
common in most domesticated Bovidae, including various important livestock species (e.g.,
cattle, buffalo, yak, sheep, and goat) [12]. In general, hornlessness is apparently not associ-
ated with serious health restrictions. The reported fertility restrictions in hornless goats are
an exception and will be discussed later. In addition, Stookey and Goonewardene (1995)
showed that the polled condition in beef cattle bulls on performance testing stations had no
disadvantages in the analyzed performance parameters compared to horned animals [13].
Furthermore, there is no evidence of a pleiotropic effect of the polled trait on the milk yield,
fat content, somatic cell count as an indicator of mastitis, or female fertility in cows [14]. In
the feral Soay sheep population on St. Kilda island, it has even been observed that horned
rams have a higher annual breeding success but a shorter expectancy than scurred males,
which have loosely attached horns with no bony connection [15].

2. Impact of Horn Status on the Welfare of Humans and Animals

Horned animals pose a danger when interacting with humans [16] and flock mates [17,18].
Bruising, which reduces meat quality [19], or serious injuries to the udder (Figure 2), which
decreases the milking yield, can be the result of attacks on animals by horned individuals.
The risks can be reduced, if possible, by adjusting the housing management [20,21] but
cannot be eliminated completely. Therefore, many farmers prefer polled animals [22]. The
disbudding of horned calves and goat kids is a painful standard husbandry procedure to
reduce the described risks of injuries [22,23]. To address animal welfare concerns, the often-
performed practice of dehorning is regulated by law in many countries. The European
Council Directive 98/58/EC (last updated 2019), which states the minimum standards for
the protection of farm animals, is the basis for the regulation of dehorning in the European
Union [24]. EU member states have their own national agreements on the dehorning of
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livestock, which vary widely in stringency [25]. For example, in Germany, the Protection of
Animals Act (Tierschutzgesetz, TierSchG) regularizes interventions on animals [26]. The
physical removal of horns is generally prohibited unless there is a veterinary indication in
an individual case (§6 TierSchG). There is an exception for calves younger than six weeks:
dehorning without anesthesia is still allowed (§5 TierSchG), even if this condition is already
in the focus of discussion and an animal-friendly alternative is demanded [27]. For organic
farming, the EU legislation prohibits dehorning as a routine treatment, but local authorities
can authorize exceptions [28]. Even though dehorning is partly legal, it is associated with
suffering and pain for the animal [17,29]. Therefore, the need for and interest in genetically
polled animals is increasingly apparent.

Figure 2. Fresh (in focus) and older, already crusty injury (at the base of the teat) on the left udder of
a Saanen goat. The injuries were caused by horn blows from horned flock mates.

3. Diversity of Horn Status in Domestic Ruminants

There is a wide variety of naturally occurring forms of horn size, shape, and position,
including rare forms of hornlessness (polledness) [30–33]. Breeds can have only one
characteristic horn phenotype, i.e., be fully horned, such as Highland cattle and German
Grey Heath sheep, or be hornless without exception, such as Aberdeen Angus cattle [12].
In general, the polled trait is more common in beef cattle than in dairy breeds. This
man-made, breeding-induced differentiation can be explained by differences in animal
husbandry and handling (e.g., temporary or permanent fixation vs. free-range with little or
no restraint) [34]. In dairy cattle, for example, daily fixation and human contact during the
lactation period are common. The reason that, in contrast to cattle and sheep, no completely
polled goat breeds are known so far, will be explained later. On the other hand, there are
numerous breeds in which the horn status varies, i.e., in both sexes polled and horned
animals occur (e.g., Charolais cattle, Holstein Friesian cattle [12]). There are also sex-linked
horns, which are the most common in many sheep breeds (e.g., Romanov sheep [12]).
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In cattle and sheep, another form of horn growth is known: scurs. Scurs are hornlike
formations that occur occasionally in a wide variety of sizes and forms as an unexpected
phenotype when breeding polled cattle or sheep [35,36]. These appendages are smaller,
deformed, and not as firmly attached to the skull as normal horns [37]. In goats, the
scurs phenomenon has not been proven, but breeders sometimes report similar horn-like
structures, such as wiggle horns.

4. Molecular Causes of Inherited Absence of Horns in Domestic Ruminants

The development of horns involves hundreds of genes [2]. Since patterning and differ-
entiation of horn precursor cells occurs early during embryogenesis, it is experimentally
difficult or almost impossible to study [38]. Therefore, natural mutations affecting horn
growth, such as polledness, offer a valuable alternative for studying the underlying molec-
ular and cellular mechanisms. Numerous studies have shown that the genetic causes of
polledness are different in cattle (OMIA 000483-9913), yak (OMIA 000483-30521), sheep
(OMIA 000483-9940), and goats (OMIA 000483-9925). The heterogeneity now known sug-
gests that the corresponding mutations affecting different genes occurred independently
of each other in the different species. Therefore, the current state of the knowledge on the
molecular genetic causes for polledness is described below for each species individually.
In particular, it is shown how different the genetic backgrounds are in sheep and goats
compared to bovines such as cattle and yak.

4.1. Cattle (Bos taurus and Bos indicus) and Mongolian Yak (Bos mutus)

Polledness in the cattle population has been a known trait for millennia. Hornless
dairy cows were already depicted in ancient Egyptian artwork, such as on the sarcoph-
agus of Queen Kawit [39]. The earliest findings of polled cattle in Germany are dated
to 4000–6000 years BCE, about 2500 years after the first evidence of domestication [34].
Schafberg and Swalve reviewed that since the 20th century, the occurrence of polled cattle
along with the breeding has increased slightly, but is still not in the focus of most developed
breeding programs [34]. A recently published review gives a comprehensive overview
of the different aspects of inherited polledness in cattle [40]. The POLLED locus (P) in
cattle is located on bovine chromosome 1 [41]. Polledness is inherited as an autosomal
monogenic dominant trait, with allele P (hornless) dominating allele p (horned) [42,43].
Two different P alleles can occur in hornless cattle depending on their origin: the “Celtic”
polled allele (PC or P202ID) of Scandinavian and British origin and the “Friesian” allele
(PF or P80kbID), which occurs in cattle of Holstein Friesian origin. Rarely, there are also
compound heterozygous animals (e.g., in polled Simmental cattle by crossing with hornless
Red Holsteins) [44]. The causal variant of the PF allele represents a tandem duplication
of an 80-kb segment (Figure 3) [45]. In contrast, the PC allele is a smaller-sized complex
insertion/deletion variant with a duplication of 208 bp, inserted after 10 bp of the wildtype
sequence in combination with a 6-bp deletion [44,46]. Both bovine variants do not affect
protein-coding genes but most likely alter the expression of the noncoding RNAs that are
relevant for horn bud formation during early embryonal development. Mariasegaram et al.
(2010) described the gene networks involved in the development of horns and scurs but
did not find differentially expressed genes involved that map to the P locus on bovine
chromosome 1 [47]. However, a subsequent RT-PCR-based expression analysis revealed
the importance of relaxin/insulin-like family peptide receptor 2 (RXFP2) and forkhead box L2
(FOXL2) expression for horn development, as an overexpression was observed in the horn
bud area [48]. Interestingly, as detailed later, these two genes are associated with horn
growth in sheep and goat, respectively [49,50].
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the location of the different known polledness-causing variants
on bovine (a) and caprine (b) chromosome 1. Note the corresponding genes annotated in both species
have been drawn one below the other for simplicity but are in different positions on the respective
chromosome. The coordinates refer to the current reference genome of cattle (ARS-UCD 1.2) and
goat (ARS1).

In wild yaks (Bos mutus), a third “Mongolian” allele (PM or P219bpID) for polledness,
affecting the same genomic locus on chromosome 1, was discovered [51]. It is a complex
219-bp duplication/insertion in combination with a 7-bp deletion and 6-bp insertion located
621 bp upstream, resulting in a duplication of an 11-bp motif that is entirely conserved
among Bovidae [51] (Figure 3).

The fourth currently known bovine POLLED allele, designated as PG, was found in
polled Nellore cattle (Bos indicus). This variant is a 110-kb tandem duplication located in
the same genomic region on bovine chromosome 1 (Figure 3) [52].

With the knowledge of the variants explaining the different POLLED alleles in cattle,
genetic testing is possible, although genotyping of the structural variants, in particular, can
be challenging. A detailed comparison of different methods was recently published [53].

Little is known about the genetic background of horns or potential hornlessness
in further bovids. For example, in water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis), genetically polled
individuals are known to occur, but the underlying variant(s) remain unknown (OMIA
000483-89462).

In addition to horned and polled cattle, there are also some with an intermediate
phenotype, the so-called scurs or “wiggle horns”. Animals showing scurs are heterozygous
for one of the polled alleles [48]. The development of scurs in cattle cannot be explained
by a single locus, as GWAS studies did not show clear results [36]. The original and still
widely accepted model for the inheritance of horns and scurs [42] has recently been rejected.
Presumably, an oligogenic model explains the development of scurs in cattle. Capitan
(2011) stated that additionally to the type I scurs mentioned by Asai (2004), a quite similar
but independent form of scurs (type II) that does not segregate for a known POLLED allele
was noticed in a single Charolais cattle family. A causative frame-shift variant in the twist
family bHLH transcription factor 1 (TWIST1) gene on bovine chromosome 4, representing a
loss-of-function allele, was found and highlights the genetic complexity of horn-growth
phenotypes in cattle [54].
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4.2. Goat (Capra hircus)

As in cattle, polledness in goats (Figure 4) follows a monogenic autosomal dominant
mode of inheritance. A complex structural genetic variant characterized by the fusion of a
large 480-kb-sized duplicated chromosome 1 segment into the previously reported deleted
part of 10 kb further upstream on chromosome 1 [55] causes the absence of horn growth
in goats [56] (Figure 3). Recently, the presence of this complex structural variant was also
confirmed in Chinese goat breeds with polled animals [57].

Figure 4. A horned (a) and heterozygous polled (b) Saanen buck, sired by the same heterozygous
polled father. Both rams were about 1.5 years old when the pictures were taken (C. Barth).

So far, it is unclear which elements of these complex structural variants contribute to
the lack of horn growth in goats. In contrast to what is known from other species, the domi-
nantly inherited polledness in goats is associated with recessive intersexuality [58] (Table 1).
The so-called polled intersexuality syndrome (PIS) was first observed in polled flocks by an
abnormal sex ratio, i.e., a higher-than-average number of phenotypic males [59,60]. Ho-
mozygous polled females (60, XX) are infertile intersexes. They show a variable phenotype
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ranging from “normal” female to “normal” male, including all possible combinations in
between (Figure 5). Therefore, it is difficult to identify some of these hornless intersexual
animals as such [61]. Generally, intersexuality is not observed in genetically male (XY)
homozygous polled goats. However, there is non-scientific evidence that hornlessness
can also be associated with fertility problems in bucks. This is currently being investi-
gated. Due to the known inheritance, it is possible to the avoid excessive appearance of
PIS-affected offspring by well-planned breeding in goats (e.g., [62]), but the establishment
of a fully polled and fertile flock is still impossible. Due to these new findings on the
molecular background of polledness in goats, genetic testing for PIS is now possible as
well. With genotyped animals, planned breeding is facilitated and polled intersexes with
an inconspicuous phenotype of the genitalia can already be identified early in life [56,57].

Table 1. Impact of the caprine POLLED allele on horn status and the fertility of female (XX) and male
(XY) goats.

Genotype at the POLLED Locus

Genetic Sex pp (Homozygous; Wild Type) Pp (Heterozygous) PP (Homozygous)

XX—female horned/fertile polled/fertile
polled/infertile—intersex (normal
outer phenotype or “pseudo-buck”

to variable degrees
XY—male horned/fertile polled/fertile polled/fertility unclear

Figure 5. Comparison of the external genitalia of a normal (a) and PIS-affected (b) female (XX)
homozygous polled Saanen goat.

Functionally, the originally reported PIS-causing 11-kb deletion published by Pailhoux
et al. (2001) affects elements that regulate the transcription of FOXL2, which is also imple-
mented in the polledness of cattle as mentioned above [55,63]. Obviously, homozygosity for
the deletion leads to a decreased transcription of these genes in the goat’s ovaries [55]. The
recently described refined breakpoints in that region of goat chromosome 1 are located in
the FOXL2 topologically associating domain (TAD) when compared to the corresponding
human genome region, i.e., in the regulatory domain responsible for FOXL2. Duplications
of genomic regions are associated with various disorders, but the phenotypes, which are
thought to arise from an increase in gene copy number, often cannot be explained by
changes in gene dosage [64]. However, genomic duplications that change the structure and
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function of topologically associated domains (TADs) can cause phenotypes without altering
the gene copy number [65]. TADs are chromosomal regions with an increased frequency of
internal chromatin interactions, e.g., between genes and their distal regulatory elements.

In humans, the duplication of a region between SRY-box transcription factor 9 (SOX9)
and potassium inwardly rectifying channel subfamily J member 2 (KCNJ2) that lies within the
SOX9 TAD results in sex reversal from female to male. In contrast, an inter-TAD duplication
that involves sex reversal duplication and spans into the KCNJ TAD—but without the
KCNJ genes included—has no influence on the phenotype [65]. In goats, the duplicated
480 kb-sized genomic segment of the PIS-associated variant contains the KCNJ gene and
parts of the ETS transcription factor ERG (ERG) gene as well as parts of the respective TADs.
Therefore, the duplicated segment contains a boundary that separates the TADs and, thus,
the regulatory domains from each other. When the duplicated segment is inserted into
the breakpoint of the FOXL2 region, it can be assumed that a fusion TAD (neo-TAD) is
formed, consisting of one part of the duplication and the remaining of the FOXL2 TAD.
Due to the inversion, KCNJ is placed on the other side of the boundary and is, therefore,
isolated (Figure 3). Therefore, it could be speculated that the "residual" of the ERG gene is
of functional importance. This part also contains enhancers and could, therefore, lead to
ectopic expression of FOXL2 in developing horn buds. Future research might evaluate the
hypothesis that the caprine PIS variant represents a loss-of-function of FOXL2, as parts of
the regulatory domain are missing, leading to ectopic expression in addition to the presence
of a gain-of-function through the ERG enhancers.

4.3. Sheep (Ovis aries)

Polledness in sheep is an interesting trait not only from a breeding but also from an
evolutionary point of view. In most contemporary production sheep breeds, almost all
animals are polled (absence of horns), while horns are found mainly in autochthonous
breeds. Some sheep breeds, such as the Poll Dorset were specifically bred after the model
of the horned basic breed (Dorset Horn), only hornless. Besides sheep breeds fixed either
for horns or polledness, there are also those in which one or both sexes have a variable
horn status, and even those in which rams are always horned and females are always
polled (Table 2, Figure 6). Considering the representatives of the first breed panel of the
International Sheep Genome Consortium (ISGC) as a cross-section of the total population
(including wild sheep), it can be seen that the majority of the breeds (~39%) are completely
hornless, in ~28% of the breeds, the horn status is fixed in one sex and variable in the
other, completely variable horn status is present in ~13% of these breeds, whereby strictly
sex-specific horns account for 12%, and in only 8% of the breeds studied, all individuals
are horned [12,66]. Therefore, the inheritance of horns in sheep varies according to breed
and is more complicated than in goat and cattle. Initially, a model with three alleles was
proposed, as horn growth in sheep was thought to be controlled by a single autosomal
locus [37,67]. The mode of inheritance differs between sexes and it was proposed that the
allele that results in horns is dominant in males and recessive in females [68].

Recent results in Merino sheep confirmed the influence of sex on horn status in this
breed [69]. Independent genomic analyses pointed towards a single autosomal locus on
chromosome 10 harboring the variant that causes polledness in sheep [68,70]. Pickering et al.
(2010) identified a 1.8-kb insertion in the 3’-untranslated region of the ovine RXFP2 gene
located in this region (Figure 7), which was also independently described by Wiedemar and
Drögemüller (2015) and present in polled sheep only [49,71]. For Merino sheep, two highly
significant associated SNP markers (OAR10_29546872.1, OAR10_29458450) were found
near the 1.8-kb insertion, but they still cannot fully explain the genetic diversity regarding
the presence/absence of horns in this breed. However, Duijvesteijn et al. (2018) stated
that if genotype GG at the marker OAR10_29458450 or TT at marker OAR10_29546872.1 is
taken into account, a reliable prediction of non-horned male Merino sheep is possible.
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Table 2. List of sheep breeds (Ovis aries), including the European mouflon (Ovis musimon), showing
different horn phenotypes between sexes. Individuals of the respective sex and breed are either
horned, polled, or the horn status is variable (there are polled, horned, and scurred individuals).

Horn Status Group Breed Species Horn Status
Females Horn Status Males

Completely polled
Barbados Blackbelly Sheep * Ovis aries Polled Polled

Bentheimer
Charollais

Ovis aries
Ovis aries

Polled
Polled

Polled
Polled

Coburger
East Friesian Milk Sheep *

German Black-headed Mutton
German Brown Mountain
German White Mountain

Ile de France
Kerry Hill Sheep *
Lacaune Sheep *

Merinoland Sheep *
Poll Dorset

Roughwool Pomeranian Sheep *
Rhone Sheep

Suffolk
Texel Sheep *

Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries

Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled

Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled
Polled

Completely horned

Grey Horned Heath *
Scottish Blackface Sheep *

Valais Blacknose Sheep
Mouflon *

Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries

Ovis musimon

Horned
Horned
Horned
Horned

Horned
Horned
Horned
Horned

Variable in both sexes

African Dorper Sheep *
Alpines Steinschaf

Icelandic Sheep
Krainer Steinschaf *

Soay Sheep *

Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries
Ovis aries

Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable

Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable

Strictly sex-linked
Ethiopian Menz

Cameroon Sheep *
Ovis aries
Ovis aries

Polled
Polled

Horned
Horned

Rambouillet Ovis aries Polled Horned

Males horned,
females variable

Walachian Sheep Ovis aries Variable Horned
Ouessant Sheep * Ovis aries Mostly polled Horned

* Note that individuals of the marked breeds were genotyped as wild type for the goat PIS-related
complex variant.

However, it was recognized that this polledness-associated 1.8-kb insertion variant,
which adds a potential antisense RNA sequence of eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1
alpha 1 (EEF1A1) to the 3′-end of RXFP2 transcripts, does not segregate perfectly with the
polled phenotype in sheep breeds with variable or sex-linked horn status [72]. Therefore, it
was concluded that the observed variant cannot be the only cause of polledness in sheep.
Nevertheless, as far as we know, no other polled-associated alleles have been discovered in
sheep so far (OMIA 000483-9940).

The rams of the African Dorper sheep breed can have normal horns or scurs or be
hornless, whereas female Dorper ewes are scurred or polled. Interestingly, this breed
is fixed for the RXFP2-related 1.8-kb insertion [72]. Publicly available short-read whole-
genome sequencing data from nine male Dorper sheep with known different horn statuses
(four horned, three scurred, and two polled, Table S1) were explored using the current
sheep reference genome assembly (ARS-UI_Ramb_v2.0) to search for possible additional
RXFP2-associated alleles. A visual inspection of the region of the RXFP2 gene using the
integrated genome viewer (IGV) [73] revealed no evidence of novel variants (data not
shown). Nevertheless, it might be helpful to use other techniques, such as long-read
sequencing, to study the region of interest with a focus on more complex and structural
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variants, as this was also the successful approach to uncovering the genetic features of the
complex PIS-associated variant in goats [56].

Figure 6. Sheep breeds (Ovis aries) showing different horn phenotypes belonging to different horn
groups. Rhone Sheep (a) and Merinoland Sheep (b) (C. Barth) are typical representatives of the group
of completely polled breeds. On the contrary, in breeds in which horns are fixed, both individuals
develop horns, exemplified by a ewe (c) and a ram (d) of the German Grey Heath sheep breed. As an
example of a breed in which horn status is variable in both sexes, two Icelandic sheep rams, horned
(e) and hornless (f), are shown (K. Elísabetardóttir). In other breeds, the horn status is linked to the
sex. For example, in the Cameroon sheep (g), the rams are always horned (ram on the left side and
male lamb in the middle) and the females are always hornless (ewe in the middle and on the left side
of the picture). Please note that a list of sheep breeds belonging to different horn status groups can be
found in Table 2.
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the polledness-associated insertion variant in sheep in the
3′UTR region of the RXFP2 gene on chromosome 10. The coordinates refer to the current reference
genome ARS-UI_Ramb_v2.0 of the sheep. Note that this variant is not associated with polledness in
breeds with a sex-linked or variable horn status.

The localization of the homologous sequences of the caprine PIS region ruled out
the possibility that intersexuality in sheep has the same or similar underlying genetic
causes as in goats [74]. However, there is also no evidence of a comparable relationship
between polledness and intersexuality in sheep. A small test series (14 breeds, 26 individu-
als, Table S2) in our laboratory has shown that the application of the published PCR-based
detection of the caprine PIS-associated variant using genomic DNA from sheep revealed only
the presence of the wild type allele (data not published), supporting the results of Li et al. (2020).

In addition to the mere presence or absence of horns (including scurs), the expression
of horn shape and size in sheep also varies. In studies of the isolated Soay sheep population
on St. Kilda, the locus for these continuous traits could also be located in the RXFP2 gene
region on chromosome 10 [31]. This suggests that other or even all variants affecting horn
growth in sheep may be related to the gene region around RXFP2 [15,31]. Whole-genome
sequencing of Chinese sheep breeds found eight RXFP2-related markers that segregate, at
least partly, with horn morphology, in terms of length and shape [32].

5. Recent Developments in Genetic Engineering Offer New Possibilities for Breeding
Hornless Ruminants—First Examples and Current Legal Limits

Even though European law strictly limits the use of new genetic engineering since
the landmark ruling of July 2018 [75], the so-called “genetic scissors” techniques, such as
transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) and clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeats (CRISPR [76]) are still seen as a great opportunity in agricultural
science. The principle behind the application of these nucleases is to trigger a DNA double-
strand break at a previously defined location in the genome, which is repaired in the cells
in one of two possible ways. Firstly, there is the repair mechanism of non-homologous
end-joining in which resulting fragments are ligated without an external template, enabling
gene knock-outs. Secondly, there is the homology-directed repair, in which a predesigned
template is used as a pattern for ligating the fragments. This makes this method suitable
for gene knock-in or the replacement of a specific sequence in general [77–79].

As one of the first successful applications in domestic animals, the “Celtic” polled
allele (PC) of cattle was independently integrated into the genomes of horned cattle [80–82].
Moreover, it was shown that all heterozygous progeny of dairy bulls that became homozy-
gous for PC after genome editing expressed the polled trait as expected. At the same time,
other intended changes in the genome sequence were not detectable [83].

Since polledness in cattle is apparently not associated with any harm, it is possible
to spread the desired trait through conventional breeding within a few generations in
previously horned populations without any negative effects. However, to give genome
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editing an edge, some argue that the population of hornless breeding bulls with reliable
and good breeding values (comparable to horned counterparts) is too small to avoid
inbreeding while supporting the introgression of the polled trait. For this reason, it takes
much longer to increase the frequency of polledness in a population using conventional
breeding strategies than with genetic engineering [84–86]. From a basic science perspective,
since it appears that more than one variant affecting different genes is causing polledness,
genome editing might give the opportunity of demonstrating which of the variants is
crucial for the absence of horns. Alternatively, confirmation of the interaction of several
variants as a cause for polledness would be possible through it, as recently done for the PC
variant in cattle [87].

These techniques have also been successfully applied to sheep and goats when dealing
with issues other than polledness [88,89]. For these two species in particular, and the unique
features of the inheritance of polledness in them, the use of genome editing would offer
new approaches and opportunities to establish the desired trait in the respective population.
In goats in particular, it might be helpful to find a way to introduce inherited polledness
into the population without the associated intersexuality. One possibility would be an
attempt to insert one of the bovine variants for polledness, preferably the less complex PC
variant, into the goat genome. So far, no such attempts have been published.

However, in addition to strict legislation in Europe, there are also reservations among
the public about genetically modified animals for consumption. Both ethical concerns
and risk–benefit assessments of genetic engineering in food production explain the critical
attitude of consumers. In general, it can be summarized that Europeans are more critical of
the topic than American and Asian consumers [90–92]. Finally, there are also critical voices
that claim, on the basis of these supposed examples of success with hornless cattle, that
this is the wrong way to solve the problem, as it is merely a "technological solution" to a
complex social problem [93].

6. Conclusions

Although the presence or absence of horns is a trait as old as livestock, it is a topic
that never loses its relevance. The study of horn phenotypes in ruminants confirms the
still underestimated role of domestic animals as unique models for biomedical research
due to their long history (thousands of years) of strong phenotypic selection. The three
known hornless loci in cattle, goat, and sheep each affect different genes, although the
resulting phenotypes with the absence of horn growth are more or less identical. This
confirms the assumed heterogeneity and complexity that determines the development
of these organs, which are unique in the animal kingdom. Nevertheless, the underlying
genetic mechanisms, especially in sheep, remain largely unknown, highlighting the need
for further research in this field. A challenge will be to clarify the implementation of
intermediate phenotypes, such as scurs and sex-linked factors. In addition, the underlying
mechanisms in all three ruminant species still need to be investigated. There is no doubt
that breeding for polledness is a sensible and permanent alternative to surgical dehorning
in order to take animal welfare into account and offer an animal-friendly alternative [27,84].

The new possibilities offered by genome editing techniques could serve as a tool to
spread this trait faster than through conventional breeding, especially in cattle. In goats, it
may be possible to specifically modify the corresponding genomic regions that are altered
in cattle or sheep to avoid the negative association of the naturally occurring hornless
variant with intersexuality.
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